1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Wastewater discharge from food, textile and cosmetic industries contains dyestuffs and other recalcitrant organic contaminants. It is estimated that more than 50,000 tons of different dyes are produced from various industrial processes and approximately 1--10% of them ended up in the wastewater [@bib1]. This results in high levels of chemical oxygen demand (COD) (150--10,000 mg/l), biological oxygen demand (BOD) (100--4000 mg/l), color (50--2500 Pt--Co), suspended solids and toxic organic compounds in textile wastewaters \[[@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib4]\].

Commercially available synthetic dyes can be categorized into 20--30 different classes according to their chemical structures [@bib5], out of which 60--70% are classified as azo dyes [@bib6] Among the azo dyes, reactive dyes such as Acid blue 113 (AB113) contribute about 50% to the total market [@bib7] and are extensively used in textile industry due to their high stability [@bib8]. Due to the presence of azo groups (-N=N-), these dyes possess poor biodegradability [@bib9] and exhibit slow degradation [@bib10]. AB113 with two double bonded azo linkage (--N=N--) is kinetically stable. In its structure, each azo group is linked to two carbon atoms, which are part of naphthalene and benzene derivatives. In addition, the aromatic rings in these dyes are toxic and kinetically stable and thus, cause a major problem in wastewater treatment [@bib11]. The International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) has classified AB113 as a potential carcinogenic [@bib12].

Conventional methods like adsorption, coagulation, membrane filtration and biological processes have been employed for textile wastewater treatment. These methods are inefficient to degrade recalcitrant organic compounds \[[@bib13],[@bib14]\]. Alternatively, advanced oxidation processes (AOPs), such as Fenton oxidation \[[@bib15],[@bib16]\] ozonation [@bib17] and photocatalysis [@bib18] have proven efficient for recalcitrant wastewater treatment. Their effectiveness is due to the production of hydroxyl (HO^•^), ozone (O~3~) and sulphate (SO~4~^•^ˉ) radicals, which have strong oxidizing abilities [@bib19]. HO^•^, with one electron removed from its configuration, is electronically neutral. However, the unpaired electronic spin configuration makes it unstable and extremely reactive towards oxidative reactions as it tends to capture the missing electron from the interacting molecule [@bib20]. Similarly, SO~4~^•^ˉ with unpaired electron spin configuration is also a strong one-electron oxidant. The O~3~ molecule is an unstable triatomic form of oxygen which lacks octet in central oxygen atom. The distribution of electrons along three oxygen atoms is uneven, as central atom must share electrons with either of the attached atoms. The central atom is more deprived of electrons than the outer oxygen atoms. Thus, the central atom has positive charge while either of outer atoms has negative charge, resulting in a dipole force across the entire ozone molecule [@bib21]. Fenton oxidation of AB113 dye has already been performed successfully in our previous works \[[@bib22],[@bib23]\]. Instances elucidating degradation efficiencies of AB113 dye by processes such as photocatalysis and electrochemical oxidation are also available in the literature \[[@bib8],[@bib24]\]. These studies have shown that the degree of mineralization depends on the concentration of dye, oxidant and pH of the wastewater. In addition, the chemical reactivity of organic contaminants and oxidants depends on their structural properties, electronic configuration and kinetic stability [@bib25]. In this regard, quantum chemistry could be used to evaluate the reactivity, stability, interaction patterns and structural properties of molecules. Quantum chemical methods usually use the concept of density functional theory (DFT) to predict the chemical behavior and reactivity of chemical species. DFT uses Hohenberg and Kohn theorems to obtain information about energies, structure and properties of chemical species at lower costs compared to the traditional ab-initio wave function techniques [@bib26]. Thus, chemical species can directly be characterized on the basis of their molecular structures [@bib27].

In this work, quantum chemical analysis was performed for AB113 dye in order to predict its degradation potential. Since the choice of computational methods involves a trade-off between accuracy and computational time, three different level of methods and basis sets were compared and analyzed. These include Hartree Fock (HF), Becke-style three-parameter Density Functional Theory with the Lee-Yang-Parr correlation function (B3LYP) and modified Perdew-Wang exchange combined with PW91 correlation (MPW1PW91) methods. The purpose of performing different levels of calculations was to compare and determine the sensitivity of structural and electronic properties of selected molecule to the changes in quantum chemical method. As far as we know, neither quantum chemical calculations nor the vibrational analysis of AB113 dye has been reported. It is pertinent to highlight that few studies have been reported on the use of quantum chemical calculations to investigate quantitative structural activities, reaction kinetics and degradation mechanism of some pollutants. For instance, Liu et al [@bib25] found the relation between the reactivity and structures of six naphthalene sulfonic acid in the Fenton oxidation process. Jia et al [@bib28] developed quantitative structure activity relationship (QSAR) models to study the Fenton oxidation process for 33 different types of pollutants. Guangyou et al [@bib29] studies the degradation mechanism of dimethyldiazene by HO^•^ using DFT/B3LYP/6-31G\* level of study. The nature of by-products in the oxidation of organic pollutants is an important consideration since some intermediates may be more toxic than their parent compounds [@bib30]. For AB113, the degradation occurs through the cleavage of the azo double bond (N=N) and the degradation of the aromatic ring [@bib31]. Moura et al [@bib32] identified 1-naphthalenol, 1,6-dimethyl-4-(1-methylethyl)-naphtalene and dibutyl phythalate among the intermediates in the degradation of AB113. Mohammed et al [@bib33] identified 4-diazenyl-1-naphthylamine, 1-naphthyldiazene or 5-diazenyl-1-naphthol as intermediates during the degradation of AB113, which are subsequently mineralized. The intermediate products of the degradation of AB113 are less recalcitrant and are eventually converted to CO~2~ and H~2~O [@bib34]. Despite these reported studies, the use of quantum chemical calculation to predict the degradation potential of AB113 by different oxidant has not been presented. Although there have been experimental studies on the degradation of AB113 using various AOPs, it is often difficult to make a meaningful comparison due to the varied experimental conditions. Thus, a theoretical approach could provide an alternative to compare the efficacy of different AOPs in degrading AB113. Therefore, the objectives of this study is to investigate: **1)** Geometrical properties of AB113 dye **2)** Structural characterization of AB113 molecule by FTIR and FT-Raman analysis and **3)** Natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis to determine the inter and intra-molecular interactions and 4) Predict the degradation potential of AB113 by different oxidants (H~2~O~2~, HO^•^, SO~4~^•^ˉ and O~3~) through orbital energy analysis. Although AB113 is considered in this work, the approach could be extended to other recalcitrant pollutants.

2. Experimental {#sec2}
===============

AB113 dye was supplied by Sigma-Aldrich (M) Sdn Bhd, Malaysia and was used without further purification. FTIR and FT-Raman spectrum of AB113 was recorded in solid state. The FT-IR spectrum was recorded in the region of 450-4000 cm^−1^ using Perkin Elmer Spectrum 400 FT-IR/FT-FIR (PerkinElmer, UK). The FT-Raman spectrum of AB113 was recorded in the region of 3201-100 cm^−1^ using Renishaw Midel Invia Raman Microscope (Renishaw, UK). The reported spectrums were accurate within ±1 cm^−1^.

3. Theory/calculation {#sec3}
=====================

3.1. Geometry optimization {#sec3.1}
--------------------------

The initial geometry of AB113 was generated using **GaussView 05** (Gaussian, Inc., USA) visualization program [@bib35] while quantum chemical calculations were performed using **Gaussian 09W** (Gaussian, Inc., USA) software package [@bib36]. The initial geometry of AB113 was optimized at HF/6-31G\* level of study. The geometry obtained at lowest energy minima in the potential energy plot was used for geometry optimization and frequency calculations at higher levels of theory. This study was also planned to perform a comparison among three different levels of theory. For this purpose, HF, B3LYP [@bib37] and MPW1PW91 [@bib38] methods were selected. For further comparison, 6-31G\* and 6-31G\*\* were employed as basis sets. Considering the breaking and formation of chemical bonds, un-restricted polarization [@bib39] setting was used for geometry optimization. All calculations were performed using standard gradient techniques and default convergence criteria. The stability of the optimized geometry was confirmed by wavenumber calculations, which gave positive values for all the wavelengths [@bib40].

3.2. Vibrational analysis {#sec3.2}
-------------------------

In the present study, the vibrational analysis of AB113 was performed in order to assign the experimental vibrational wavenumbers obtained in IR and Raman spectra of AB113. Thus, the Raman intensities for the vibrational frequencies were calculated. Vibrational modes were assigned by means of visual inspection using **GaussView 05 program** \[[@bib41],[@bib42]\]. The theoretical calculations with unscaled HF and B3LYP force field generally overestimate the frequency of the fundamental modes due to neglect of anharmonicity in real system. These errors can be corrected either by computing anharmonic corrections or by introducing a scaled field or directly scaling the calculated wavenumbers with some scale factor. Thus, the calculated freqeucies are scaled by the scale to the less than 1, to minimize the overall deviation \[[@bib43],[@bib44]\]. Therefore, the vibrational frequencies obtained at HF method were scaled at 0.9067 and those obtained at DFT method were scaled at 0.958 and 0.983 for the range of wavenumbers above and below 1700 cm^−1^ respectively. After scaling, the deviation from the experimental results should be lesser than 10 cm^−1^ [@bib45].

3.3. Natural bond orbital analysis {#sec3.3}
----------------------------------

The analysis of NBO was conducted with NBO 3.1 program in the **Gaussian 09W** software package. The calculations were conducted to understand the interactions among the filled orbitals and vacant orbitals of subsystems. The interactions between filled and antibonding orbitals represent the deviation from Lewis structure, which can be regarded as a measure of delocalization [@bib46]. These calculations are helpful to analyze the direction of charge transfers and intermolecular bond paths [@bib47]. The stabilization energy (E ^(2)^) associated with delocalization is estimated as:$$E^{(2)} = \Delta E_{ij} = q_{i}\frac{{F{(i,j)}}^{2}}{\varepsilon_{j} - \varepsilon_{i}}$$

Here, i and j are used to represent donor and acceptor. ε~i~, and ε~j~ are the diagonal elements (orbital energies) and F(i, j) is the off-diagonal NBO fock matrix element [@bib46]. With the help of these calculations, it would be possible to predict the charge transfer direction and intermolecular bond paths [@bib47].

3.4. Molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) map {#sec3.4}
------------------------------------------------

The MEP map, created by nuclei and electrons, are often used to interpret the chemical reactivity of a molecule for electrophilic and nucleophilic attacks. Visualized by GaussView 05 program with different color grading, it is a useful tool to explain the intermolecular interaction between the polar species [@bib48]. Furthermore, it helps to determine the atomic charges within a molecule [@bib49] and define the regions of positive and negative potential through three dimensional map.

3.5. Quantum chemical parameters {#sec3.5}
--------------------------------

The optimized geometries obtained at the selected level of study were used to compute the quantum chemical parameters such as HOMO energy, LUMO energy, HOMO-LUMO energy gap and total electronic energy (E) of the molecules. Based on the frontier molecular orbital (FMO) theory, these energy values are used to predict the chemical reactivity and kinetic stability of a molecule. The HOMO is the orbital that shows the electron donating tendency of a molecule while LUMO being an innermost orbital, exhibits the electron accepting tendency [@bib50].

4. Result and discussions {#sec4}
=========================

4.1. Geometry optimization {#sec4.1}
--------------------------

The geometry optimization of AB113 dye was conducted at ground state using HF/6-31G\* level of study. Molecular geometry obtained at energy minima was selected for re-optimization at different levels of study. Consequently, this geometry was optimized using HF, B3LYP and MPW1PW91 methods using 6-31G\* and 6-31G\*\* as basis sets. The purpose of using different methods and basis sets was to analyze the sensitivity of calculated optimized geometrical parameters to the changes in the choice of methods and basis sets. The optimized molecular geometry with atom numbering scheme is shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} while the charges on each atom is provided in supplementary data as Table S1. Comparison of B3LYP and MPW1PW91 methods at 6-31G\* and 6-31G\*\* basis sets shows a negligible effect on the calculated bond lengths and bond angles. Similarly, the values calculated at HF/6-31G\*\* are similar to those of B3LYP and MPW1PW91 at 6-31G\* and 6-31G\*\* basis sets. However, the geometrical parameters calculated at HF/6-31G\* level of study showed comparatively shorter bond lengths and angles. This is partly due to the fact that HF does not consider the spin-contamination and therefore, it is not recommended to use for energy calculations [@bib51]. Nevertheless, the geometric parameters obtained at the selected levels of study are in good agreement with each other.Fig. 1Optimized geometries of Acid blue 113.Fig. 1

A molecule of AB113 has five C--N, two C--S, six C--O, twenty C--H, thirty-four C--C and one N--H bond lengths. From the theoretical values, it is found that the attachment of N=N and SO~3~ groups with benzene rings reduces the electron density within the carbon rings because of the large attraction on valence electron cloud. The benzene ring appears distorted because of the larger bond lengths of C~6~--C~5~, C~5~--C~4~, C~4~--C~10~, C~10~--C~12~, C~3~--C~9~, C~13~--C~9~, C~20~--C~18~, C~18~--C~19~, C~22~--C~13~, C~23~--C~21~, C~38~--C~36~, C~36~--C~37~, C~38~--C~42~ and C~42~--C~44~. As a result, the atoms adjacent to these carbon atoms show shorter bond lengths. According to the calculated values, the average C--C and C--H bond lengths are 1.38--1.46 Å and 1.07--1.08 Å respectively. On the other hand, C--N and C--S bond lengths were 1.365--1.414 Å and 1.80--1.83 Å respectively. Furthermore, the bond angles show slight distortions from the hexagonal structure. Based on the optimized geometry, the bond angles within the benzene ring was observed to vary from 119° to over 120°. For instance, angle C~4~--C~5~--C~6~ is calculated at 119°, which is smaller than that obtained for hexagonal structure. These values also indicate that the ring structure is slightly deformed from the hexagonal structure due to the substitution of functional groups for H atom of the benzene rings.

The energy calculations for the optimized structures obtained at selected levels of study show the energy minima values of -1930072.757, -1930097.118, -1938931.976, -1938961.587, -1938636.644, -1938636.644 kcal/mol at HF/6-31G\*, HF/6-31G\*\*, B3LYP/6-31G\*, B3LYP/6-31G\*\*, MPW1PW91/6-31G\* and MPW1PW91/6-31G\*\* respectively. These values indicate that B3LYP method with 6-31G\* and 6-31G\*\* basis sets predict the minimum energy configuration for AB113 molecule when compared with other methods and basis sets. Therefore, the B3LYP method was chosen for detailed analysis of the AB113.

4.2. Vibrational analysis {#sec4.2}
-------------------------

AB113 comprises 58 atoms with 198 normal vibrational modes. Almost all vibrations were observed active in both FTIR and Raman spectra. The values for harmonic wavenumber are always higher than the corresponding experimental quantities due to electron correlation effects and basis set deficiencies. Thus, these values were adjusted after applying some scaling factor as explained earlier. The observed wavenumbers along with IR and Raman intensities and possible assignment with the vibrations of selected molecule are provided in supplementary data as Table S2. Experimentally observed FTIR and Raman spectrum are presented as [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 2**a)** FTIR and **b)** Raman spectra of Acid blue 113.Fig. 2

### 4.2.1. C--C and C=C vibrations {#sec4.2.1}

The ring C--C and C=C vibrations are regarded as semicircle vibrations. These vibrations generally appear in the region of 1625-1400 cm^−1^ and 1380-1280 cm^−1^ [@bib52]. In the present investigation, the C--C stretching vibrations are observed in the region of 1598.20-1302.72 cm^−1^ in the FTIR and FT-Raman spectra. However, the calculated frequency values show C--C and C=C stretching vibrations over a wide frequency region of 1670.10-1142.07 cm^−1^. This slight variation is due to the presence of electronegative atoms such as nitrogen \[[@bib43],[@bib53],[@bib54]\]. Furthermore, the absorption bands arise from out-of-plane bending are occurred in the range of 1059.62--953.20 cm^−1^, 794.38--396 cm^−1^. On the other hand, in-plane bendings were observed at 1142.07--1071.21cm^−1^.

Since AB113 molecule consists of naphthalene rings substituted with other naphthalene rings, sulphonic and azo groups, the ring stretching and bending vibrations are observed at very lower frequency values of 333.68, 326.75, 31.61, 304.14-299.65, 41.88--29.46 cm^−1^. Most of the vibrations were out-of-plane and caused by the substitution of hydrogen atoms by nitrogen, N=N and sulphonic groups. The multiple sharp peaks in FTIR spectrum in the region of 839-490 cm^−1^ represent these vibrations while these absorption bands have less intensity in Raman spectrum. The intensity of these vibrations is represented in the supplementary data as Table S2 and compared in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. As observed, these calculated values agree with the experimental, indicating the accuracy of the simulated results.

### 4.2.2. C--H vibrations {#sec4.2.2}

In aromatic compounds, multiple weak bands appear in the region of 3000-3100 cm^−1^ due to the aromatic C--H stretching vibration [@bib55]. It has also been found that benzene-like substituted compounds exhibits C--H stretching, C--H in-plane bending and out-of-plane bending vibrations. In this study, multiple weak bands were observed in the regions of 3200--3000 cm^−1^ and 3000-3100 cm^−1^ in FTIR and FT-Raman spectra respectively. The C--H asymmetric stretching modes were observed in the range of 3142.5--3156.8, 3170.1--3174.2, 3178.2, 3186.7 and 3198.1 cm^−1^. On the other hand, C--H symmetric vibrations appear at 3157.7--3166.8, 3178.2, 3186.7, 3190 and 3200.4 cm^−1^. The calculated values at lower ranges 956.5--943.09, 864.38--843.27 cm^−1^ are due to the out of plane vibrations while 817.37, 803.89 and 966.11 cm^−1^ are assigned for in-plane stretching. The bands obtained at lower values indicate the presence of electron withdrawing groups. The bands appeared with very strong intensity. The in-plane and out of plane bending are also presented in supplementary as Table S2. These observations are in good agreement with the literature and experimentally obtained wavenumber \[[@bib52],[@bib56]\].

### 4.2.3. N--H vibrations {#sec4.2.3}

In heterocyclic aromatic compounds, N--H vibrations appear in the region of 3000-3500 cm^−1^ [@bib48]. In FTIR spectrum, a medium absorption band observed roughly at 3382.08 cm^−1^ exhibits N--H vibrations. However, the Raman spectrum has no intense peak in the region of 3000 cm^−1^. Our calculated values showed that presence of N--H molecule in AB113 results in the constant occurrence of absorption bands. This is because N--H has its own frequency and vibrates independently of the other groups in the molecule [@bib48]. A very strong N--H stretching is found at the frequency value of 3299.1 cm^−1^. The finding of this vibration agrees with the experimental values as observed from [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and Table S2 (supplementary data).

### 4.2.4. C--N and N=N vibrations {#sec4.2.4}

The vibrational analysis of AB113 shows that the identification of C--N and N=N stretching is difficult. This is because C--N and N=N vibrations are influenced by the vibrations of other groups attached with them. This results in difficulty in differentiating the wavenumber assigned with C--N and N=N from others. However, data available in literature shows the assignment of C--N vibrations in the region of 2238-1635 cm^−1^ \[[@bib57],[@bib58]\]. However, for the N=N stretching no such data was found. In IR spectrum of AB113, C--N vibration was observed in the region of 1078-1344 cm^−1^. However, our calculations show strong N=N vibrations at 1642.05, 1630.08, 1638.36, 1621.54, 1513.73, 1453.97, 1445.79 and 1435.30 cm^−1^. However, visualization of vibrational modes shows that C--N vibrations were observed in the region of C--C and C=C vibrations.

### 4.2.5. Sulphonic group vibrations {#sec4.2.5}

Generally, the symmetric and asymmetric bands corresponding to sulphonic group appears between 1124-999 cm^−1^ [@bib59]. In IR spectrum, multiple strong bands for S=O are found in the range of 1325--1140 cm^−1^. However, very weak bands in the region of 512-363 cm^−1^ usually appear corresponding to C--S and S=O vibrations in sulphonate group [@bib60]. In this study, multiple weak absorption bands in the region of 557.14-491.07 cm^−1^ were observed for S=O and C--S functional groups. In Raman, these stretching are missing as no sharp peaks were observed. According to the calculated values, most of the vibrations in sulphonic group appear as a result of carbon rings attached with Sulphur. Thus, very weak and partly strong stretching and vibrations of S=O were found in the regions of 1222.59--1209.77, 1118.08, 1115.65, 989.74, 601.95, 472.59--326.75 cm^−1^. Out-of-plane bending is assigned at 1097.83 cm^−1^ whereas strong scissoring in-plane bendings were observed at lower values of 568.52--538.21 cm^−1^. The values obtained at both experimental and theoretical levels agree with each other, indicating the accuracy of our calculations.

4.3. Mulliken charges and natural charge analysis {#sec4.3}
-------------------------------------------------

Mulliken population method is a useful tool for interpreting the reactive behavior of a molecule while performing chemical reaction [@bib61]. Atomic charges calculated by Mulliken population method play a key role in quantum chemical analysis. They are directly related to the vibrational properties of a molecule and are used to describe electronegativity equalization process and charge transfer in chemical reactions [@bib56]. Atomic charges affect the bond lengths, dipole moment, molecular polarizability, electronic structure and are used to define the molecular electrostatic potential surface [@bib62]. The net atomic charge values for AB113 were obtained by the Mulliken charge population analysis, which have been calculated using HF, B3LYP and MPW1PW91 levels of theory with 6--31 G\* and 6-31 G\*\* basis sets. The focus here is to compare different methods to characterize the electron distribution in AB113 and sensitivity of calculated charges to the changes in the choice of basis set and the choice of quantum chemical method. The Mulliken charges computed at different methods and basis sets are provided in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. It can be seen that the atomic charges are sensitive to both calculation method and basis set. Thus, considering the calculated atomic charges, the following trend for method basis set was observed:Table 1Mulliken charges for Acid blue 113.Table 1AtomsHFB3LYPMP1PW916-31G\*6-31G\*\*6-31G\*6-31G\*\*6-31G\*6-31G\*\*C~1~-0.217-0.175-0.159-0.109-0.194-0.194C~2~-0.173-0.095-0.192-0.096-0.211-0.211C~3~-0.009-0.0250.1180.1030.0880.088C~4~-0.03210.01970.0990.1050.0740.074C~5~-0.335-0.405-0238-0.264-0.275-0.275C~6~-0.210-0.112-0.179-0.115-0.206-0.206H~7~0.2380.1880.1580.1130.2020.202H~8~0.2590.2710.2590.1720.2950.295C~9~0.2100.1720.1800.1640.1730.173C~10~0.3770.2440.2230.1760.2290.229H~11~0.2740.2140.1880.1870.2280.228C~12~-0.262-0.194-0.145-0.087-0.206-0.206C~13~-0.193-0.086-0.191-0.106-0.205-0.205H~14~0.2410.1790.1580.1140.2110.211H~15~0.2460.19710.1540.1090.2000.200N~16~-0.307-0.304-0.312-0.317-0.309-0.309N~17~-0.350-0.452-0.368-0.364-0.391-0.391C~18~0.2620.2890.2370.2190.2500.250C~19~-0.209-0.151-0.169-0.105-0.202-0.202C~20~-0.052-0.0380.0920.08190.0550.055C~21~-0.203-0.129-0.153-0.088-0.183-0.183C~22~-0.048-0.02700.1140.0980.0760.076C~23~0.2630.22502020.1830.2040.204C~24~-0.199-0.145-0.208-0.141-0.225-0.225C~25~-0.197-0.128-0.191-0.116-0.217-0.217H~26~0.2440.1760.1760.1100.2220.222C~27~-0.219-0.173-0.152-0.108-0.192-0.192H~28~0.2490.2020.1690.1210.2120.212C~29~-0.219-0.168-0.142-0.099-0.184-0.185H~30~0.2270.1800.1530.1080.1970.197H~31~0.2280.1790.1530.1080.1970.197H~32~0.2510.2010.1590.1140.2050.205H~33~0.2540.2020.1610.1150.2060.206N~34~-0.340-0.347-0.312-0.312-0.319-0.319N~35~-0.310-0.331-0.298-0.296-0.300-0.300C~36~0.2240.1890.2640.2300.2420.242C~37~-0.191-0.111-0.138-0.078-0.168-0.168C~38~-0.176-0.082-0.162-0.0750-0.179-0.179H~39~0.2470.2020.1660.1210.2100.210H~40~0.2780.2250.1850.1350.2260.226C~41~-0.221-0.172-0.142-0.099-0.184-0.184C~42~-0.313-0.345-0.137-0.172-0.193-0.193H~43~0.2410.1970.1720.1270.2150.215C~44~-0.183-0.108-0.146-0.083-0.173-0.173H~45~0.2570.2040.1790.1320.2200.220S~46~4.6821.6151.0981.1001.1611.161O~47~-0.808-0.865-0.702-0.701-0.722-0.722O~48~-0.745-0.867-0.599-0.599-0.613-0.613O~49~-0.813-0.773-0.604-0.604-0.617-0.617N~50~-0.986-0.818-0.753-0.701-0.780-0.780H~51~0.4650.4400.4340.3780.4510.451C~52~0.3650.2490.2720.2270.2640.264C~53~-0.269-0.194-0.142-0.087-0.203-0.203C~54~-0.285-0.201-0.200-0.136-0.235-0.235H~55~0.2250.1580.1630.1110.2120.212H~56~0.2210.1780.1520.1050.1960.196C~57~-0.202-0.144-0.188-0.129-0.218-0.218C~58~-0.201-0.156-0.154-0.111-0.195-0.195H~59~0.2180.1670.1410.0960.1850.185C~60~-0.249-0.193-0.147-0.102-0.192-0.192H~61~0.2130.1550.1330.0870.1770.177H~62~0.2190.1670.1440.0990.1870.187S~63~1.7291.7311.2031.2311.2641.264O~64~-0.801-0.742-0.567-0.578-0.576-0.576O~68~-0.803-0.822-0.725-0.725-0.755-0.755O~66~-0.783-0.772-0.608-0.588-0.621-0.621Na~67~0.8420.9070.8550.8550.8730.873Na~68~0.8410.8630.8110.8120.8370.837

**Quantum chemical method**: B3LYP \> MPW1PW91 \> HF

**Basis set**: 6-31G\*\* \> 6-31 G\*

**Overall**: B3LYP/6-31G\*\* \> B3LYP/6-31G\* \> MP1PW91/6-31G\*\* or MPW1PW91/6-31G\* \> HF/6-31G\*\* \> HF/6-31G\*

From [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, the most negative atoms were C~1~--C~6~, C~12~--C~13~, N~16~--N~17~, C~19~--C~22~, C~24~--C~25~, C~27~, C~29~, N~34~, N~35~, C~37~, C~38~, C~41~--C~42~, C~44~, O~47~--O~49~, N~50~, C~53~--C~54~, C~57~--C~58~, C~60~, and O~64~--O~66~. The nitrogen atoms, N~16~, N~17~, N~34~, N~35~ and N~50~ are more negative, which is obvious as these atoms are more electronegative and can easily attract the electrons from the neighbor\'s atoms. Because of this reason, H~51~ attached to N~50~ possess more positive charge than others because of the more electronegative nature of Nitrogen. Due to the attachment with the more electronegative atom (oxygen), sulphur becomes the most positively charged in sulphonic groups attached to Acid blue 113 molecule. Furthermore, the carbon atoms attached to highly electronegative atoms (nitrogen and sulphur) also show positive charges. This is because the presence of more electronegative atoms abstracts the electrons from their neighbor carbon atoms and make them positive. The result obtained by Mulliken charge analysis are in accordance with the molecular electrostatic potential map and justifies the intermolecular interactions based on the electronegativity of the atoms present in the whole molecular system.

4.4. MEP map {#sec4.4}
------------

The MEP map explains the charge distribution of the molecule. With these maps it is possible to visualize the charge distributions which can be used to determine how molecules interact with one another. As electrostatic potential map of a molecule is directly linked with the electron density, it provides a better way of predicting the chemical behavior of a molecule. The 3D plot for electrostatic potential map of AB113 is shown in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 3Molecular electrostatic potential Map of Acid blue 113.Fig. 3

In general, different regions on electrostatic potential map are differentiated by different colors i.e. Red, blue, yellow and green. In majority of MEP maps, red color shows maximum negative potential and is a preferred site for electrophilic attacks. The blue color exhibits maximum positive potential and exhibits affinity for nucleophile while green color shows neutral electrostatic region [@bib63]. In this study, MEP map of AB113 obtained at its optimized geometry is almost uniformly green. This suggests that the potential does not change much among benzene rings, azo bonds and sulfonic groups. Molecules with such characteristics neither show affinity for electrophilic attack nor for nucleophilic attack. This is the reason that this molecule is characterized as recalcitrant pollutant whose removal would require the use of highly oxidative and non-selective oxidants.

4.5. NBO analysis {#sec4.5}
-----------------

The NBO analysis was conducted to explain inter and intramolecular bonding and interaction among bonds. It is a useful tool for chemical interpretation of hyperconjugative interactions and delocalization of electron density within the molecule [@bib64]. The stabilization of orbital interaction is directly proportional to the energy difference between the interacting orbitals [@bib65]. Thus, in order to quantify the molecular interactions, a second order perturbation interaction energy (E ^(2)^) was applied as provided by [Eq. (1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

Higher values for E ^(2)^ indicate intensive interactions between the electron donors and electron acceptors, which will result in greater extent of conjugation. Depending on the types of orbitals, various intra and intermolecular interactions exist within a molecule. For instance, π→π\* interactions result in π conjugation or resonance in benzene ring. On the other hand, primary hyperconjugative interactions occur due to the different types of orbital overlaps such as σ→π\*, π→σ\* and secondary hyperconjugative interactions occurs due to σ→σ\* orbital overlaps [@bib66].

The second-order perturbation theory analysis of Fock matrix in the NBO basis of AB113 molecule is presented in supplementary data as Table S3. The natural electronic configuration of atoms obtained as a result of NBO analysis are provided in supplementary data as Table S4a and Table S4b. From the values listed in Table S3, a strong hyperconjugative interactions were observed, which show that the molecule is stable. In AB113, a very strong π\*→π\* interaction was observed between π\*(C~2~--C~5~) and π\*(C~10~--C~12~) with highest E ^(2)^ value around 79.53 Kcal/mole. It results in an increase in electron occupancy to 0.19481 and resonance in benzene ring. Similarly, the interactions π(C~1~--C~2~)→σ\*(LP-C~3~) and σ\*(LP-C~6~), π(C~4~--C~5~)→σ\*(LP-C~3~) and σ\*(LP-C~6~), π(C~10~--C~12~)→σ\*(LP-C~13~), π(C~1~--C~23~)→σ\*(L-C~22~), π(C~24~--C~29~)→σ\*(LP-C~22~), σ\*(LP-C~6~)→π\*(C~1~--C~2~), σ\*(LP-C~6~)→π\*(C~4~--C~5~), σ\*(LP-C~13~)→π\*(C~10~--C~12~), σ\*(LP-C~22~)→π\*(C~21~--C~23~), σ\*(LP-C~22~)→π\*(C~24~--C~29~) and interaction initiated by lone pairs (donors) of σ (LP-C~3~)→π\*(C~1~--C~2~), σ (LP-C~3~)→π\*(C~4~--C~5~), σ (LP-C~9~)→π\*(N~16~--N~17~), σ (LP-C~20~)→π\*(C~18~--C~19~), σ (LP-C~1~)→π\*(C~25~--C~27~), n(LP~3~O~48~)→σ\*(S~46~--O~49~), σ(LP-N~50~)→σ\*(C~52~--C~53~), π(LP-O~64~)→σ\*(S~63~--O~66~), give stabilization to the structure because of their higher E^(2)^ values. However, these intramolecular charge transfer (n→π, π→π\*, σ→π\* etc.) may induce non-linearity to the molecule and high intermolecular hyperconjugative interaction around benzene rings and azo groups (N=N) may induce reactivity for oxidants during degradation process [@bib67].

NBO analysis uses natural hybrid orbitals to explain bonding within a molecule. For instance, π\*(N~34~--N~35~) occupies a low energy orbital of 0.7074 a.u. with 99.73% p-character. n~1~ (N~34~) and n~1~ (N~35~) with p-character of 64% and high electron occupancy of 1.97 will donate electrons to C~21~--C~23~ and C~36~--C~38~ with low stabilization energy of 3.82 and 4.20 Kcal/mole. On the other hand, n~2~ (O~47~), n~2~ (O~48~), n~2~ (O~49~) occupy low energy orbital with over 99% p --character and high occupation number of ∼1.915. On the other hand, π (N~5~) with occupies with slightly low electron occupancy of 1.76356 and p character of 83.12%. Thus, a very close to pure p-orbitals will participate for the electron donation to σ\*(S~46~--O~48~, S~46~--O~49)~, σ\*(C~42~--O~47~, S~46~--O~47~) and σ\*(C~42~--S~46~, S~46~--O~47~, S~46~--O~48~) with low stabilization energies of 5.71, 8.61, 6.68, 7.97, 1.18, 9.37 and 3.37 Kcal/mole respectively. The NBO hybrid orbitals with s and p character in % are provided in Table S3.

4.6. Interaction study of Acid blue 113 with different oxidants based on FMO theory {#sec4.6}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

NBO and MEP analyses of AB113 show that the molecule is stable in nature and electrostatically neutral. It means that the charge potential will not change much among benzene rings, azo bonds and sulphonic groups of the AB113. Thus, it will neither show affinity for electrophiles nor for the nucleophiles. Due to such characteristic, AB113 is recalcitrant in nature and therefore, requires highly reactive oxidants for its efficient removal from textile wastewater.

To further confirm the recalcitrant nature of AB113 and its reactivity for the oxidants, quantum chemical parameters such as HOMO energy, LUMO energy and HOMO-LUMO energy gap were considered. Molecules with high HOMO energy favor the reaction with electrophile while those with low LUMO energy show affinity for nucleophiles. The HOMO energy is related to the ionization potential (IP) while LUMO energy is linked with electron affinity (EA). HOMO energy and LUMO energy are used to predict the most reactive position in π-electron systems. The HOMO and LUMO energies for AB113, obtained at the selected level of studies, are provided in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}. Furthermore, the HOMO and LUMO energies along with HOMO-LUMO energy gaps for selected methods are depicted [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a.Table 2HOMO and LUMO energy of Acid blue 113 dye calculated at HF, B3LYP and MPW1PW91 methods.Table 2MethodsHOMO EnergyLUMO EnergyHOMO-LUMO Energy gap(eV)(eV)(eV)HF/6-31G\*-7.180.547.71HF/6-31G\*\*-7.170.547.71B3LYP/6-31G\*-5.23-2.812.42B3LYP/6-31G\*\*-5.23-2.812.41MPW1PW91/6-31G\*-5.54-2.822.72MPW1PW91/6-31G\*\*-5.54-2.822.72Fig. 4**(a)**. HOMO energy, LUMO energy and HOMO-LUMO energy gap of Acid blue 113 obtained at different levels of study. **(b)**. HOMO energy, LUMO energy, HOMO-LUMO energy gap of Acid blue 113 and oxidants obtained at B3LYP/6-31G\*.Fig. 4

It can be seen, based on the values in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, that AB113 possesses high LUMO energy and low HOMO energy values. A molecule with such properties will be stable in nature as it resists change in its electronic distribution. Furthermore, comparison of methods presented in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a shows that B3LYP level with HOMO and LUMO energy values of -5.227 and -2.810/2.814 eV shows the highest results. Also, the results obtained at MPW1PW91 method are also in good agreement with those of B3LYP. Therefore, B3LYP and MPW1PW91 are recommended options for performing quantum chemical calculation of AB113.

Since B3LYP method is suitable for open-shell systems, it was preferred choice to deal with radicals and open-shell system [@bib51]. Thus, H~2~O~2~, HO^•^, SO~4~^•^ˉ and O~3~ were selected as oxidants and computations were performed using B3LYP/6-31G\* level of study. The computed quantum chemical parameters obtained are listed in [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} and a graphically depicted in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b.Table 3Quantum chemical properties of Acid Blue 113 dye and oxidants calculated at B3LYP/6-31G\*.Table 3MoleculeTotal EnergyHOMOLUMOHOMO-LUMO Energy Gap(Kcal/mole)(eV)(eV)(eV)AB113-1938931.976-5.23-2.812.42H~2~O~2~95469.363-6.012.098.10Hydroxyl radical-47708.780-8.21-3.994.22Sulfate radical440427.224-7.070.847.92Ozone-142000.827-9.05-4.994.99

Our calculations showed that AB113 with HOMO value of -5.23 eV exhibits nucleophilic character. However, oxidants with comparatively lower HOMO energy were observed to have electrophilic character. This observation was exactly in accordance with Frontier molecular orbital theory, which states that in chemical reaction, HOMO of the reductant acts as an electron donor while LUMO of the oxidant acts as electron acceptor [@bib25]. However, higher values for LUMO energy of the oxidants contradict this statement proposed by FMO.

A molecule with smaller HOMO-LUMO energy gap is more polarizable and reactive in nature. Our calculations showed that hydroxyl radical with lowest energy gap of 4.22 eV is reactive in nature. The results obtained appears to support the electron-donating tendency of AB113 during interaction with the oxidants. Furthermore, sulfate radical with the HOMO-LUMO energy gap of 7.92 eV is the least reactive. On the other hand, O~3~ and H~2~O~2~ show comparative results. This trend is exactly in accordance with that obtained through experimental results observed by several research groups. Thus, based on HOMO-LUMO energy value, the following trend was observed:

It is an established fact that a reaction between two reactants proceeds in a way to produce the most favorable interaction energy. This is controlled by the frontier molecular orbitals of interacting species. Therefore, it is equally important to consider the HOMO-LUMO energy gap of AB113 and the oxidants. The smaller the separation energy value between HOMO of electron donor and LUMO of the acceptor, the stronger will be interaction between interacting orbitals. Due to smaller energy difference of 0.24 eV, the interaction between the HOMO of AB113 and LUMO of the O~3~ is the most favorable. On the other hand, the interaction of H~2~O~2~ with AB113 is least favorable among the selected oxidants because of the large energy difference of 7.32 eV. However, the interaction of HO^•^, which has a low HOMO-LUMO energy value (1.24 eV) and SO~4~^•^ˉ, with an intermediate HOMO-LUMO energy value (6.07 eV) indicate their potential to oxidize AB113. The observed higher potential of HO^•^ is in accordance with the values of redox potential of the different oxidants as depicted in [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}. Many studies have also observed the higher efficacy of HO^•^. For example, Guinea et al [@bib68] reported a higher performance of hydroxyl-mediated oxidation process compared with an ozonation process. Furthermore, Yang et al [@bib69] reported that the higher efficacy of O~3~/PMS over PMS or O~3~ was due to the production of HO^•^, which confirmed its higher potential over both SO~4~^•^‾ and O~3~. Thus, our theoretical findings are consistent with reported experimental studies. For further clarification, the pictorial description of HOMO-LUMO energy gaps between AB113 and oxidants is presented in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}.Table 4Redox potential of oxidizing agents.Table 4Oxidizing agentRedox potential (eV)ReferenceHO^•^2.8[@bib48]H~2~O~2~1.8\[[@bib48],[@bib57]\]SO~4~^•^‾2.5--3.1\[[@bib48],[@bib58]\]O~3~2.1[@bib48]Fig. 5HOMO energy, LUMO energy, HOMO-LUMO energy gaps of Acid blue 113 and oxidant.Fig. 5

5. Conclusion {#sec5}
=============

In this study, quantum chemical calculations of AB113 were performed to predict its degradation potential by different oxidants. Geometry optimization and frequency calculations of selected molecules were performed at HF, B3LYP and MPW1PW91 level of study using 6-31G\* and 6-31G\*\* basis sets. Comparison of quantum chemical methods showed that B3LYP/6-31G\* is the most suitable option for performing quantum chemical calculations. Comparison of observed and theoretically predicted vibrational spectra showed that values obtained at B3LYP/6-31G\* are in good agreement with experimentally obtained values. Furthermore, Mulliken charge analysis showed the strong influence of azo bond and sulfonic groups on the neighboring atoms. High stabilization energies obtained through NBO analysis showed that the molecule is stable in nature and delocalization of intra-molecular charge transfer is a dominant phenomenon. Moreover, the interaction of AB113 with different oxidants on HOMO-LUMO energy basis showed that AB113 with high HOMO energy value of -5.227 eV exhibits nucleophilic character. The orbital energy analysis of AB113 dye with different oxidants showed that HO^•^ and O~3~ have the strongest propensity to oxidize AB113 due to their lower HOMO-LUMO energy gaps of 4.99 and 4.22 eV respectively. Thus, oxidation processes based on HO^•^ and O~3~ offer a more viable option for the degradation of AB113. The findings of this study will be useful towards selecting appropriate treatment processes for textile effluents.
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